
 

2020 NCJLA Summer Workshop 

South West Session 
Saturday, June 13 2020 

Minutes 

 

I. Agenda:  
a. NCJLA Girls Director – Erin Kramer explains there are four sessions, you can 

join either one. We want to hear your opinions.  
II. Events, Coach Survey:  

a. Survey results were overall positive regarding current play day formats. 

b. NCJLA Board Member and Girls 8U/10U Commissioner Connie Cady (Folsom) 

noted that the workshop at Pleasanton was great.  
III. Events, Play Days:  

a. MA Grizzles like the playday format, not having to wait for games was good. 
IV. Events, Jamborees:  

a. MA Grizzlies liked the Jamboree scheduling.  
b. SJ Vipers noted that slots filled immediately.  

c. San Jose Extreme prefers the jamboree format.  

d. MA Grizzlies suggest a cut-off date for changes and ensuring clear 

communication, to help ensure that games schedules can be understood and 

executed. Last-minute changes impacted them two years ago.  
e. Santa Cruz didn’t go to any jamborees due to locations; they’d have to be closer; 

San Jose or Menlo would be OK. Important to have convenient locations, 

especially at 8U/10U level and small clubs.  

f. NCJLA Girls Director – Erin Kramer explains that NCJLA wants to add locations 

that better support clubs at the [edges] of the NCJLA region, to better grow the 

game. 
V. Regional Events (not end of season):  

a. Coyotes notes that 8U/10U kids and parents will get invested as they play more; 

at the start of the season, play local, add travel as the season progresses. 
b. MA Grizzlies points out that Morgan Hill has a large complex that can host 

games.  



c. Coyotes says that the pre-season jamborees (e.g., for official training) are hard -- 

rosters incomplete, requires travel. Focus jamborees with travel to later in the 

season.  
d. Firehawks had issues with attendance at the start of the season; maybe register 

a team out of the players (from any team) that could make it, to help train 

officials.  
e. Coyotes agrees that effectively, nothing is really locked in for the club until the 

date of the first game. Getting uniforms is a scramble, finalizing rosters, etc. To 

grow the game, allow people to join at any time; allow a looser structure at the 

start of the season.  
f. Chico agrees with Firehawks and Coyotes on having a looser structure.  
g. San Jose Extreme also agrees, suggests using NCJLA pinnies to avoid needing 

roster/uniform requirements. 
VI. USL NorCal Chapter: Ted Patchet presenting.  

a. USL NorCal a subchapter, diverse backgrounds, aim is to grow the sport.  

b. Always looking for help.  

c. Bringing LaxCon West out to Oakland.  
d. Must recruit more officials; COVID-19 is going to increase pressure for officials. 

NCJLA policy will require official recruiting, 1 per 14U/HS team. Recruit now, so 

that they are ready by season start. Anyone can officiate either girls or boys; 

don’t assume gender requirements.  
e. Encourage coaches to learn both games. 

VII. Scheduling [11:15AM]: Move to January or keep in December? 
a. Coyotes agrees with moving all scheduling to January; this year, COVID-19 may 

delay ‘seeing’ player performance (no fall ball).  
b. San Jose Extreme, Fremon Spartans agree with moving to January.  

c. Chico noted that it’s better to avoid doing A/HS with B at the same time; with only 

one scheduler, overlap in scheduler meetings causes problems;  
d. Santa Cruz Warriors agrees.  
e. Fremont Spartans wonder if there’s a way to spread the workload, so that Dan 

Miller (NCJLA) isn’t overwhelmed.  
f. NCJLA Treasurer and GHS Commissioner Kyle Kennedy notes that NCJLA is 

looking for long-term solutions to streamline scheduling.  
g. Chico prefers the online format;  
h. Santa Cruz prefers online to avoid travel and solve issues with attendance. 

General agreement to have online scheduling in the year 2020.  
i. SJ Vipers thinks that about 80% of the schedule gets done fast in a face-to-face 

meeting; maybe call in if you can’t make it.  
j. NCJLA Board Member - Carlos Trujillo thinks that on-line takes more cleanup; 

maybe ask NCJLA Webmaster Dan Miller which approach is preferred.  
k. Fremont notes impact due to COVID-19 -- this might be the year to try a new 

system.  
l. SJ Vipers notes that they’ve been scheduling for the last 20 years; being able to 

schedule with everyone vs. individually is better (saves time and effort). Group 

meetings make it easier to renegotiate, live, and fast.  
m. MA Grizzlies noted that pre-scheduling has happened more in the last few years. 



n. NCJLA Girls Director – Erin Kramer notes that NCJLA is searching for improved 

support for scheduling in a new website; anyone can provide input for the search. 
VIII. Scheduling, excel spreadsheet template vs current online data entry [11:30AM]:  

a. Santa Cruz wonders if a Google Sheet could be used as opposed to excel? 
b. Coyotes agrees that a means to reduce the burden on their scheduler (and Dan 

Miller – NCJLA Webmaster) is a good idea.  
c. Everyone is looking for improved technology to help solve the problems of 

scheduling and data input into League Athletics. 
IX. Scheduling, conferences [11:35AM]:  

a. Santa Cruz likes the idea of a neutral site that can host games; play 2--3 games 

there, to see different opponents.  
b. Chico would love to play, e.g.,  
c. Santa Cruz, at some meet-in-the-middle location.  
d. Santa Cruz thinks 5--6 teams in a conference; 6--8? Play everyone twice and get 

a 12--15 game season. Chico agrees with this idea.  
e. Coyotes thinks smaller conferences next year are more realistic, play them twice. 
f. NCJLA Girls Director – Erin Kramer suggests that an outlier could host a larger 

event that might draw more teams.  
g. MA Grizzlies likes the support that NCJLA provides with Jamboree organization; 

neutral sites would need that kind of support to make them effective.  
h. SJ Extreme and Chico agree that NCJLA-run jamborees would create solid 

consistency.  
i. NCJLA Girls Director – Erin Kramer floats the idea of an explicit travel 

conference; with incentives through reduced fees?  
j. MA Grizzlies thinks that the real issue is with families not being able or willing to 

travel; club-level incentives may not work. Direct incentives to families might 

work, but less likely.  
k. Others agree that the issue is the burden on the families, not on the club.   
l. MA Grizzlies say that travel can work with pre-planning, e.g., three months out, 

team overnight, find other things to do, block out a hotel, schedule to give the 

families time, do team dinner. 
X. Scheduling, Home and Away [11:49AM]: 

a. Chico would like to see a home and away guarantee in a conference due to 

travel.  
b. Santa Cruz Warriors notes a trend to fewer teams, with larger rosters; will NCJLA 

consider limits? Unclear what drives larger teams?  
c. NCJLA Girls Director – Erin Kramer notes that roster minimum is defined; no 

hard limit on roster size, but NCJLA wants a waiver to record the size for 24 or 

more players.  
d. Chico notes that they need large rosters to help solve travel issues; can’t run a 

15-man roster from Chico. 
XI. Education [11:54AM]: What other types of education would you like provided by 

NCJLA? 

a. MA Grizzlies has participated in some virtual coach clinics, which have worked 

well. Much easier to bring in coaches and players from outside the area very 

easily.  
b. Santa Cruz Warriors likes that idea.  



c. Chico, Coyotes, SJ Extreme all agree with virtual sessions.  
d. MA Grizzlies thinks that experienced coaches could make use of great resources 

from Notre Dame, Duke -- look at resources beyond USL and NFHS; NCJLA 

could offer pointers to this kind of material.  
e. SJ Extreme thinks that NCJLA should not require additional certifications. 

XII. Sample Operations Manual [12:05PM]:  
a. Chico noted that NCJLA’s processes have made a huge difference; invaluable 

resources for new clubs, or changing leadership in existing clubs. 
XIII. Google Calendar [12:10PM]:  

a. Santa Cruz Warriors suggests having different calendars for different users 

(coaches, club leadership), so that events aren’t ignored.  
b. Fremont found the games needed page very useful, but few were using it; maybe 

this could be linked into the calendar or resources page.  
c. Chico noted challenges with spring break schedules. 

XIV. Outreach [12:15PM]:  

a. Chico could do with help from USL in reaching out to regions interested in 

growing, understanding a timeline to help grow (e.g., to reach CIF).  
b. USL notes that they have helped get HS teams into club (out of CIF). 

XV. Financial Aid [12:20PM]:  

a. Resources appreciated. 

XVI. Coach Recruiting Rules [12:23PM]:  
a. Fremont proposes clarity on what ‘recruiting’ really means; enforcement is ‘tricky’ 

as a result.  
b. Chico notes that it isn’t an issue in their area. 
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